
What Does It Do?

Part of the new series of chamber vacuum packaging machines, the VC 31XP vacuum sealer comes 
with an option to print labels for each item being sealed, useful for expiry dates and tracking. 

Another innovative feature is the control panel, a true flagship that encompasses some pioneering 
technologies in the food packaging sector. Thanks to its high degree of interactivity and the simplicity 
of navigation between functions, the panel allows a quick setting of operations.
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        VC 31XP: the chamber vacuum sealer with vacuum tracking 

LPS - PACKAGING MADE EASY

VC 31XP VACUUM SEALER

• Check-Up Function displays error messages without the need to open the machine. 
• Product type selection per main category (meat, fish, cheese, vegetables…).  
• Select sub-categories (e.g. meat: veal, beef, poultry, pork…) for each product main categories. 
• Automatic packaging cycle activation with suggested or default values after the selection of sub-

categories; if needed, on this mode, one can program a product expiration date.  
• EASY PULSE function for simple programming which gives the advantage for the operator to select 

pre-set stored functions with pre-set parameters.  
• Programmable printing option to print the vacuum certification label and to choose the number of 

copies to stick on every single package obtained during each cycle.  
• Electronic SOFT AIR with several speed levels, for the gradual return of the air in the chamber which 

avoids any sudden package collapse (ideal for products with rough-edged parts).  
• CP-CONDITIONING PROGRAM function to start the pump; it allows for the liquid-oil emulsions 

elimination which may deposit in the pump tank. It is recommended after long periods of a machine’s 
inactivity.  

•  EXTERNAL VACUUM option to create the vacuum inside a container which is located outside the 
machine but connected with it through a tube that goes to the machine’s chamber.  

• Ability to carry out the vacuum process by setting the timer, eliminating the need to read the vacuum 
sensor.  

• Error message or indication of mechanical failure and displays the nearest assistance centre 
telephone number and / or e-mail address.  

• The oil change can be done without moving the pump. 
• Access to the power board from the side of the machine without the need to lift the chamber.  CE/

ETL/NSF certified.
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Why Choose An LPS System?
Liberty Packaging Systems is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of mailroom 
equipment. As well as having a dedicated team of knowledgeable experts 
to offer advice and bespoke solutions to suit your mailing needs, we 
have a well-trained customer support team and highly skilled team of 
field engineers to support you after your purchase.

This reliable and efficient after-care support service is provided to ensure 
you get the most out of your purchase. We also offer a comprehensive 
range of technical support and service packages that cover both 
equipment and software. Our maintenance packages are an economical 
way to maximise performance and the longevity of your machine, overall 
resulting in peace of mind.

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Supply 120/230 (3 phase)

Phase ph 1

Sealing Bar 310mm

Pack cycle (Vac 
99.9%) sec

Vac = 22 - Air = 4

Vacuum pump mc/h 8

Machine dimensions 
with the lid open mm

390mm x 499mm x (h) 669mm

Machine dimensions 
with the lid closed mm

390mm x 499mm x (h) 6345mm

Avaliable chamber 
dimensions (Tank & 
lid)mm

325x243.5 x h158

Machine weight 37/41kg

Label Information Example
Date 2010-05-08
Time 10.15
Vacuum 99.9%    
Gas 20% CO2 
Type Beef
Operator 0004
Company AMS Butchers 
Expiry date 2010-06-08 (optional) 
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